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Abstract—Mobility data mining has received significant inter-
est in the literature in the last few years since social media,
sensor networks, IoT, and GPS devices generate a vast amount
of data. Its growth was also boosted by the growing availability of
machine learning algorithms and Python libraries for trajectory
analysis. However, we believe that a proper tool that supports
trajectory data preprocessing tasks using a dashboard-like ap-
plication is missing. Such a tool helps users visualize the effects
of preprocessing techniques and adequately select the ones that
have a desired effect on the data. This demo proposes a tool
that combines state-of-the-art Python trajectory analysis libraries
to preprocess trajectory data and visualize their effect using a
dashboard with maps, tables, and charts that will assist the user
through this challenging process.

Index Terms—Mobility data mining, trajectory preprocessing,
feature extraction and selection, trajectory visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

Movement data represent trajectories of moving objects.

These trajectories are characterized by sequences of spatial

positions recorded over time. Analyzing movement data and

extracting valuable insights is a challenging task [1]. Move-

ment data is often stored in a complex format and is produced

in significant volumes. Additionally, the technology used to

collect movement data (e.g., GPS, GSM, Wifi, RFID) often

contains errors arising from, for example, device failure or

connectivity problems. Nowadays, performing mobility data

mining includes a sequence of steps that different computa-

tional libraries may handle. This variety of methods makes the

data representation and feature extraction a nonhomogeneous

process with different inputs and outputs, making the whole

data analysis process cumbersome. In this demo, we present a

Graphical User Interface (GUI) tool that ties together libraries

for handling and exploring preprocessing tasks of trajectory

data.

II. TOOL OVERVIEW

In this section, we present the system architecture of our

tool and a description of the functionalities provided in order

Fig. 1: System Architechture

to showcase what is offered to scientists and researchers.

A. System Architecture

The tool presented in this demonstration was developed

using the PyQt5 open-source Python framework for building

GUI applications. The core functionalities used in the backend

of this tool uses PTRAIL [2], a parallelized Python package

for preprocessing trajectory data. As seen in Fig. 1, the tool

dashboard consists of four individual components (i.e., views),

namely: (i) Trajectory Map, (ii) Trajectory Dataframe, (iii)

Trajectory Statistics, and (iv) Feature Importance visualizer for

classification tasks. The map is used to visualize the trajectory

of one object at a time from the dataset, and it can be utilized to

visualize the paths of all other objects present in the dataset by

clicking on the Trajectory Dataframe viewer. The Trajectory

Dataframe component is used to organize and visualize the

raw data present in the dataset and any features generated by

the tool. The tool also has Trajectory Statistics, which is a

line chart that compares the kinematic features of one moving

object to others. It’s goal is to visualize and decide which

methods can be used to perform data cleaning. Finally, if the
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Fig. 2: The Dashboard View

loaded dataset is suitable for classification tasks, the user can

generate a features’ mutual importance score and filter out

irrelevant features.

B. Functionalities
Data can be loaded into the dashboard easily from CSV files

and various tasks can be performed on the data in order to

remove noise and errors from it. The functionalities provided

by the tool are described below.
1) Feature Extraction: In order to better utilize and enrich

trajectory data, we provide several temporal features, such as

date, time, year, or day of the week, as well as kinematic

features, such as speed, acceleration, or bearing, that can be

extracted from the data to exploit it for machine learning tasks

such as classification and regression. By creating these new

features, we can better summarize the information contained

in the raw movement data. The GUI provides a simple method

to extract those features. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the user can

utilize the drop-down menu to choose Kinematic or Temporal

features and either select the option to produce all of them at

once or an individual function. The feature(s) are generated in

parallel, and a message is displayed in the bottom left corner

once the task is complete. The Dataframe is updated with these

new features and is open to further analysis by the user. Once

the features are generated, the user can compare the features

of one object versus all the others in the dataset using the

Statistics panel on the left side of the dashboard, as seen in

Fig. 2. After, the user may decide whether to apply further

cleaning or interpolation methods to smooth the data to obtain

the desired results.
2) Trajectory Filtering: Since trajectory data is collected

from various sources like GPS or animal collars, it is prone to

contain errors caused by inaccurate location, faulty sensors, or

unstable connections. Hence, this tool offers several filtering

strategies such as Hampel filter and filtering based on features

like speed or acceleration to clean such error-ridden data. In

order to extract a fragment of the Dataframe, other filtering

methods such as filtration by date, speed, time, and distance

are also provided. Our tool employs outlier detection based on

distance and speed to handle extreme values and uses Hampel

filter. All of these filtering options are available to the user

from the drop-down menu in the top left corner of the GUI and

pressing run. After, the user is prompted to enter the threshold

parameters according to the filtering option they choose. Once

they press okay, the task is executed and the datframe and the

folium plot of the trajectory is updated for the user to exploit.

3) Trajectory Interpolation: PTRAIL further extends the

pipeline of trajectory data cleansing by providing parallel

versions of scipy’s [4] cubic and linear interpolation techniques

along with random-walk [6] and kinematic [5] interpolation.

Using the functionality selection drop-down menu in the GUI,

the user can select any of the four interpolation methods.

By pressing run, the user is prompted to enter the sampling

rate, and on pressing okay, the task of interpolation begins.

The interpolated points are visualized, the folium plot is

updated along with the Dataframe, and the user can see all

the interpolated points on the Dataframe.

4) Statistics Generation and Feature Ranking: In several

situations, continuous trajectory data is split into smaller

parts to examine the local behaviors in isolation and gain a

deeper understanding of the movement pattern of the object

in question. This process is called trajectory segmentation,

and basic methods to achieve it are provided in the tool.
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Fig. 3: Original Trajectory Fig. 4: Trajectory with anomalies removed

The tool provides functionality to split the data into smaller

segments based on time. Furthermore, recent trends in the

industry have focused highly on machine learning tasks such as

trajectory classification of objects on movement data. Our tool

also integrates the scikit-learn’s mutual information feature

that calculates how much mutual information each variable

generated by the tool has. A bar chart is displayed ranking the

features in descending order to show the importance of each

one. This can help the user decide only to keep the features

relevant for a classification task.
5) Data Transformation and Export: Generally, movement

data is stored using a point-based representation. The sequen-

tial observations of an object over several instants of time

and other features are the values recorded using a point-based

representation. It is to be noted that the data stored in this

format is often deemed unsuitable for machine learning tasks

as it cannot characterize the spatio-temporal dependencies of

the object’s movement, which are relevant to several applica-

tions like transportation mean and fishing activities detection.

Therefore, many problems need a swap from a point-based

to a segment-based representation. In a segment-based data

representation, instead of characterizing the behavior of the

movement in a single trajectory point, we group the trajectory

points using some partitioning criteria. In our tool, we provide

the functionality to extract features from the trajectory points

and transform the data into a segment-based representation

with the click of a button. Finally, our tool provides the

functionality of writing the current state of the Dataframe to a

CSV file. Therefore the outcome can be used by several other

tools able to handle this format.

III. DEMONSTRATION

In this demonstration, we use the Starkey [7] dataset, which

contains the movement data of elk, deer, and cattle for a

period from 1993 to 1996. The Starkey dataset is provided

as one of the base datasets on PTRAIL’s github repository

and other datasets. PTRAIL has examples with several other

datasets, such as the Atlantic Hurricane Dataset [8] and the

Bird Tracking dataset [9], that can also be used for our tool

demonstration.
The Starkey [7] dataset is loaded onto the system, and Fig. 2

shows the trajectory of a single animal in the center of the

dashboard (i.e., Trajectory map) along with the Trajectory

DataFrame viewer below it. The user can explore all the

trajectories available in the dataset by clicking on the table

rows at the tool’s bottom. The main goal is to make it easier

to compare different trajectories present in the loaded dataset.

Furthermore, the maps are generated with folium and are

interactive to visualize additional information such as the start

and endpoints of the trajectory.

Initially, when the data is loaded into the tool, it is filled with

outliers as can be seen in Fig.3. By inspecting it, we can clearly

see some outliers. Another way to inspect anomalies is through

the inspection of features values. When kinematic features are

generated on the dataset, the anomalies can be visualized on

the top right corner of the tool, where the trend of specific

metrics compared to other objects in the dataset is shown.

The option to compare each feature is added automatically

when the feature is generated using the tool. This helps the

user further visualize the level of noise and anomalies in the

dataset and decide to use other methods to clean the data.

Fig.5 shows the speed feature for a single animal and the

comparison of that particular animal to the others present in

the dataset. Fig.5 also indicates the presence of noise and

several irregularities in the dataset. On the other hand, Fig.6

displays the same trajectory after removing outliers based on

speed and running the Hampel filter on the dataset premised

on acceleration and speed, and finally smoothening the dataset

using cubic interpolation, one of the four interpolation methods

available. The statistics after the anomaly removal and trajec-

tory smoothening can be clearly seen to display a more regular

pattern of speeds on consecutive days. The use of outlier

detection and removal is further shown by Fig.4 wherein it

can be clearly seen that there are no more sudden jumps in

the animal’s movement as compared to Fig.3 which shows the

plot before running the filters.

Finally, after completing the data filtration and interpolation

of the Starkey dataset, we can select features for a classi-

fication task using the species of the animals as the target

feature. Therefore, to decide which features to retain before

exporting the dataset, we generated the mutual information

bar chart as shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8. Fig.7 represents point-

based representation Mutual information and Fig.8 represents
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Fig. 5: Speed of a single animal vs. others in the dataset

before preprocessing

Fig. 6: Speed of a single animal vs. others in the dataset

after preprocessing

Fig. 7: Point-based Mutual Info
Fig. 8: Segment-based Mutual Info

segment-based representation Mutual information between the

features generated by the tool. The figures clearly show that

the segment-based view of the trajectory data is more likely

to yield better results for classifying the animals’ species.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrated a GUI tool that is used for

trajectory data preprocessing tasks. The GUI tool offers several

salient data preprocessing mechanisms such as filtering, fea-

ture extraction, trajectory visualization using maps, statistical

comparisons, and feature importance for mobility data mining

tasks. Our proposed tool aims to cut down on time and efforts

spent on preprocessing of movement data and adds several

visualization components that aim to make the analysis of the

data easier and assist in the decision of selecting features for

machine learning tasks.
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